ABSTRACT. Partition the contours of a compact bordered Riemann surface R' into four disjoint closed sets a«, ax, a2 and 7 with c¡g and o¡x nonempty.
They partitioned the ideal boundary ß = R* -R of R into four disjoint sets a0,ax,a2 and y with a0 and ax nonempty and a0, ax and a0Ua, U a2 closed in R*. They showed that if the extremal length of the family F* of all locally rectifiable 1-chains in R* -y which join a0 to ax is finite, then there exists a real-valued harmonic function u on R which is 0 on a0, 1 on ctj, a constant on each component Tk of a2 with the constant chosen so that / *du = 0 and *du -0 along y (in the sense of limits along curves tending to the ideal boundary) such that X(F*) = DR(u)~*.
Let R denote a bordered Riemann surface with a finite number of boundary components and S a compactification of R with the property that dRC S (see Theorem 4). Set ß = S -R and dS = ß U dR. Partition dR into the four 1 . Preliminaries. Throughout this paper we tacitly assume that all harmonic functions are real-valued and that all curves and chains are locally rectifiable.
Let R denote a bordered Riemann surface with a finite number of boundary components and border dR. Each component of dR, called a contour of R, can be classified as either type I or type II, where a contour of R is said to be of type I if it is the homeomorphic image öf a circle or type II if it is the homeomorphic image of the open unit interval.
Partition the contours of R into four sets a0,ax,a2 and 7, where a0 and ax are nonempty. Define the family F of all locally rectifiable chains in R -y joining a0 to a, by C G F if and only if C is a continuous map from a union of closed intervals [a0, ax ] U [a2, a3] U • • • U [an_x, an] into R-y with C(aQ) G a0, C(an) G ax and, for odd j<n,C(aj) and C(ajJrX) belong to the same component of a2.
Traditionally the elements of F ate called curves. Let p|cfe| denote a metric (linear density) on R and H the family of all metrics p|cfe| on R suchthat L(F, p\dz\) = infceFfcp\dz\ and A(p\dz\, R) = ffgp2 dxdy ate defined and not simultaneously 0 or 4-°°. The least upper bound X(F) of L2(F, p\dz\)/A(p\dz\,R) overall p\dz\GH is called the extremal length of F. It is a conformai invariant ( [2] , [3] , [4] , [8] or [10] ).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use If F* denotes the family of all curves on R which separate a0 and a1, then X(F*) is called the conjugate extremal length of F. For the results in this paper X(F*) = X(F)-1 (see [8, pp. 124, 128] ).
Let u denote a harmonic function on R. Then *du = -u dx + ux dy is a linear differential on R. We say that *du = 0 along a differentiable curve z(t) = x(t) + iy(t) if -uyxt -Yuxyt = § for all t and that the flux of u across z(t) is the integral of *du over z(t).
The following theorem will be needed (see [2, p. 147] or [8, p. 36] ). Theorem 1. Let G be a subdomain of a Riemann surface R, and suppose that a harmonic function un, defined in G, is assigned to every sufficiently large regular subdomain £2 of R. Then, if DG(un-ua>)->-0 as £2, £2'-*R, there exists a harmonic function u in G with the following properties:
In (iii), z0 is an arbitrary point in G, fixed in advance, and the convergence is uniform on every compact subset of G.
2. Known results. Partition the contours of a compact bordered Riemann surface T into four distinct sets a0,ax,a2
and y with a0 and ax nonempty. Further, if a2 is nonempty, partition its contours into a finite number of distinct sets {rk}.
Let u denote the unique harmonic function on T, see [2, p. 157] , which is 0 on a0, 1 on ax, a constant on each part rk of a2 with the constant chosen so that the flux of « across Tk is zero and *du = 0 along y. Let F denote the family of all curves in T -y which join aQ to ax. The following result is known [5, pp. 250-251] . Theorem 2. XF) = DT(u)~1. Marden and Rodin [5] used the Kerékjártó-Stoilów compactification of a Riemann surface to extend this result.
Let R be a Riemann surface and R* its Kerékjártó-Stoilów compactification [2, pp. 81-87] . Partition the ideal boundary of R, R* -R, into four disjoint sets a0,ax,a2 and y with a0 and ax nonempty and a0,aj and a0 U ax U a2 closed in R*. Let F* denote the family of curves in R*-y which join 0£0 to ax. Marden and Rodin proved that if X(F*) < °°, then there is a harmonic function u on R which is 0 on a0, 1 on a x, a constant on each component Tk of a2 with the flux of u across rfc equal to 0 and *du = 0 along y (inthesense of limits along curves tending to the ideal boundary) so that 
82-87].
Let T be a topological space. A set ß C T is said to be nonseparating on T if every domain G C T remains connected after removal of all points in Gdß.
For convenience denote by Q, with or without subscripts, any domain on R which is not relatively compact, but has compact boundary. Note that Q is never void.
Definition.
An Theorem 4. There exists a unique compactification S of R such that S is a locally connected Hausdorff space, ß = S -R is totally disconnected and ß is nonseparating on S.
Note that dR is a subset of S.
A. Pseudosymmetric exhaustion. In order to consider the possibility that a0 U (Vj U a2 contains a component whose closure on S contains a point of S -R it will be necessary to construct a "nearly canonical" exhaustion {Rn} of R such that R x intersects each contour of R.
Let T denote the union of all type II contours of R. Suppose that T is nonempty. We modify Ahlfors and Sario's proof of the existence of an exhaustion of an open Riemann surface [2, pp. 144-145] to construct a "nearly canonical" exhaustion of R.
Cover R by a countable number of parameter discs and parameter halfdiscs V0n, V'0n, where V0nCR-T and V'0r,nT^0. Without loss of generality assume that each V'0j-intersects only one type II contour of R, say T¡, and that 2T-, • • • , T" are the q distinct components of T.
Let T be a ample arc in R -dR with r n V'oß * 0 for / = 1, • • • , q. (iv) dRn and T are orthogonal at their points of intersection. The exhaustion {Rn} of R will be called a pseudosymmetric exhaustion of R.
5. First result. We are ready to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Let S denote the compactification of R defined above. Suppose that a0, ax and a2 are subsets of dR which satisfy the following conditions:
(i) a0 and cxx are nonempty; (ii) a0,û!1 and o^ are composed of a finite number of relatively closed arcs and full contours of R;
(iii) a0, otj and a2 have pairwise disjoint closures on S. Set ß = S-R,y = ßU(dR-(a0UaxU a2)) and denote by F the family of all curves in R-y which join a0 to ax. There exists a harmonic function u on R which is 0 on a0, 1 on ax, a constant on each component Tk of a2 with the constant chosen so that the flux of u across rk is 0 and *du = 0 along y such that 0 < X(F) = D^uf1 < °°.
A precise meaning for *du = 0 along 7 n dR exists. On 7 -dR the sense is of a limit along curves tending to each component of y -dR.
For the remainder of this paper Cl will represent the closure on S. Proof. Let {Rn} denote a pseudosymmetric exhaustion of R and 5 a component of o¡0 U a, U a2. If Cl 5 C dR, assume that 5 C dRx. If not, let o denote the type II contour of R which intersects 5. If a-S^O, let / denote a homeomorphism of o onto {f:0<i<l}.
There is a constant b (0<b<\) such that /"-(fr Kf<l}) = inc or /"-({f: 0 < t < b}) = 5 Do. Set e = min (b, Î4). Assume that /"-({*: b -e < t < b + e}) C dRx.
Set ajn = ot, n dRn (j = 0, 1 and 2) and yn = dRn -(a0n U ûln U a2"). For each n, let Fn denote the family of all curves in Rn -yn which join a0n to aln and let un denote the harmonic function on Rn satisfying Theorem 2.
Since F"CFn+x and F = \JF", X(F) -Urn X(Fn) and X(Fn + x) <X(Fn) = DRn(MnTl < -• Thus, 0 < X(F) = hm DRn(u"Tl < -. with end points qx, on Ux-{px¡} and i2^ on U2j-{p2j} so that L¡ separates aj(/) and /.
• and so that /y-,the arc on Uxj joining pXj-and qx¡, the arc on <72/-joining p2/-and <72;-,and Li bound a simply-connected domain D¿ on R-dR; we can assume that the domains Dx, • • • , DA have pairwise disjoint closures on R. Hence, there is a conformai mapping f¡ of Cl D¡ onto {z = x + iy: 0 < x < a¡ and 0 <y < fy} so that fj(pxj) = 0, //pa/) -ibjt ffqx¡) = a¡ and f¡(q2¡) = aj + ibj (0<af,bj).
Considering a canonical exhaustion of R -dR we conclude that for each k = A + I,' " ,B there is an analytic Jordan curve Lk in R -dR such that Lk separates ax(k) and Jk, and such that Jk and Lk bound a doubly-connected domain Dk on R-dR.
Let /fc denote a conformai mapping of Cl Dk onto {z: 1 < |z|<dfc}.
We can assume that Dx, It is easily seen after a similar reflection across 7 U 7* (7* is the reflection of 7 in the first doubling process) that *dvN ■ 0 along 7 U 7*.
From (iii) it follows that vN is the restriction to QN of a harmonic function v on Q, the double of R across a0 -Cl 7.
We must show that lim DQn(u'n) = DQ(v) = lim DQn(vn).
This follows, since for n >N, DQn(un) >DQN(u'n) and DQn(u'n) <DQN(u'n) For the harmonic function u = v\R,
(iv) *du = 0 along 7, (v) un(z) -► u(z) for n -► °° and z GR, and the convergence is uniform on every compact subset of R.
6. Second result. Theorem 6 will show that if a0, aj and a2 are certain closed subsets of 35, then the conclusion of Theorem 5 is valid. Theorem 6. Let S denote the compactification of R defined above. Set ß = S-R and dS = ß U dR. Suppose that a0, ax and a2 are closed subsets of dS which satisfy the following conditions: (6.1) a0 and ax each contain an arc on 95 or a type I contour of R; (6.2) a0, ax and a2 are composed of points of ß, type I contours of R and a finite number of arcs on 95; (6.3) a0, ax and a2 are pairwise disjoint; (6.4) For each ß' G (a0 U ax U a2) n (Cl(dR) -dR) there is a neighborhood of ß' on S which fails to meet ß -(a0 Ua, U a2).
Set 7 = 95 -(a0 Ua, U a2) and denote by F the family of all curves in [5] [6] [7] which join a0 to a,. Let ß* = (Cl(dR) -(a0 Ua,Ua2U dR)). There exists a continuous function u on 5 -ß* which is harmonic on R, 0 on a0, 1 on ax, a constant on each component v, of a2 with the flux of u across v¡ equal to 0 and *du = 0 along y such that 0 <X(F) = D^u)'1 <°°.
The conditions imposed upon u\(S -R) ate understood to be as limits in a sense to be made precise below.
Proof. Without loss of generality assume that a0 U ccx U ct2 contains a component S' with S'-ß^O and S'n/?#0. Let {Rn} denote a pseudosymmetric exhaustion of R and S any component of ö0Uüj U a2 that intersects dR. If 5 C dR, assume that 5 C dRx. If not, as we traverse dR in the positive sense we traverse the type II contours ox, • • • , oq of R which intersect 5.
Consider the case where a--5 ** 0 for / = 1 or q. Without loss of generality assume that oq -6 =£ 0 and let fk (k = 1 and q) denote a homeomorphism of ok onto {t: 0 < t < 1}. If o, -S#0, there is a constant ax (0 < a1 < 1) such that ft i({t. ax < t < 1}) = 5 n ox ; if not, set ax -Y. Let aq (0<aq< 1) denote the constant such that f£l({t: 0 < t < aq}) = 8 n oq and set e = min(cj, 1 -ax, aq, 1 -a ). Assume that /¿"'({^ ak~ e< t<ak + e}) C 9Äj for Ä: = 1 and <?.
Set T" = Cl (dRn -dR). Each component T'n of T" -dR is either an open analytic Jordan arc in R-dR with end points on two distinct type II contours of R or a type I contour of Rn in R-dR.
If T'n is a type I contour of Rn,let C'(T'n) denote the component of S-T'n with C'(T'n) C\dR = 0. Without loss of generality assume that each C'(T'n) intersects at most one of the following sets: a0,ax,a2.
If C(r'n) intersects ak (k = 0, 1 or 2) write C(T'n, k) for C'(T'n), otherwise C(Y'n).
Suppose that T'n is not a type I contour of Rn and that our exhaustion satisfies the following remark, which is valid for some subsequence; let A'(Xn) denote the component of 5 -T'n which satisfies either -4'(r^) n (a0 Ua, Ua2) n Cl (dR) = 0 or for some k = 0, 1 or 2, A'(r'n) n ak D Cl (9/Í) =A 0 and y4'(r;) n et, n Q (9/1) = O for / ¥= k. Write ^4(r^, k) for ^(^) if the latter occurs and B(T'n) if the former.
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We can assume that A(r'", k) n (\jf=oaj ~ak) = ° and B(r'n)n(U/?=o°y) = °-Further, from (6.4), we can assume that each A(T'n, k) fails to meet y-dR.
We have associated with each component r'n of Tn some A(r'n,k),B(r'n), C(T'n) or C(T'n, k) domain on 5. For each k = 0,1 and 2 let Tn(k) denote the union of all components T'n of T" which are associated with some A(T'n, fc) domain and let rCn(&) denote the union of all components r'" of T" which are associated with some CfT^.A:) domain. Take n>j>\.
Set Tj4/"(ä: Set Tf -5 -ilfT/, ajt/ -(a* n 7).) U rc/(fc) and 7;-= (7} n 7) U (r7/ -U|=orc/(I)).
In the sense of limits along curves tending to points of ak n ß ("\ Tf and y n /? n Z",, aÄ/ = lim"^.00afc;", y¡ = fi-coT/n and 7} = lim^^.
For fixed /', let F" denote the family of all curves in S'■" -7y" which join a0/.n to aXn and let t/-n denote the harmonic function on the compact bordered Riemann surface Sn satisfying Theorem 2. Let F-denote the family of ah curves in T¡-"ft which join a0/. to ax¡. Clearly,
Also, since the family G.-of all curves in T, -(ßU 7) which join a0--ß to aw -ß is a subset of F¡, from Theorem 5, X(Fj) < X(G) < °°. Hence, 0 < lim X(F,") < X(F¡) < 00.
To estabhsh the inequality lim;i_).00X(Fyn) > X(Fj) we follow the procedure of Marden and Rodin_ [5, pp. 151-156] by defining a family F-0 in T¡ such that X(Fj0) = X(F¡) and X(F/0) = lim"_X(i}").
Take lN G FjN and n <N so that lN intersects Ú ((%*<*) -a¿"04)) u r^d) U rAm(L)).
L=0
We will define a type of restriction of lN to Sjn, denoted by 7^115^, with the property that lN\\SnGFjn.
Assume that lN is parametrized so that lN(0) G a0]N and lN(l)GaxiN.
There is a greatest t suchthat lN(t) G a0¡n ; call it fj. Suppose that lN intersects a2/" -a2n(4). Let t2 be the smallest t such that lN(t) G a2jn -ot2n(A) and denote by C2 the component of a2]na2n04) which contains lN(t2). Let f3 be the greatest t such that lN(f) G C2. Continue in this manner defining points t2k, r2k+i such that i2fc is the smallest t and t2k+x the largest t suchthat lN(t) lies on a component C2k of a2jn ~ a2n04) untü we define fm_2, tm_x (m>A and even) such that lN\{t: tm_x < t < 1} n (a2jn -a2jN) = 0. Letting tm be the smallest t such that lN(t)GaXjn and C(m + 2)/2 the component of a,/n which contains lN(tm), we obtain an even number of stopping times 0<f1<*,*</m<l,a sequence of stopping points lN(tx), • • • , lf,¡(tm) and a component sequence ci» " * » c(m + 2)/2 of distinct components of a0/" U a,/n U (a2/" -a2"(4)).
Suppose that lN does not intersect a2jn -a2n(A). Let t2 be the smallest t such that lN(t) G aXjn and let C2 denote the component of aXjn which contains lN(t2). We obtain the stopping times 0 < tx < t2 < 1, stopping points lN(tx), lN(t2) and a component sequence Cx, C2. Necessarily, by our assumption on lN, tx = 0 and t2 = 1 is impossible.
In each case define l^\\S,n to be the restriction of lN to (i) If r0 is not in the domain dorn l0 of l0 and 0 < 10 < 1,' then there exist sequences {rk}, {sk} in dorn /0 such that rk t t0, sk 110, and a point ß0 G ß n 7). with Z0(rfc) -+ 0O, /0(sfc) -* 0O. If f0 = 0 (respectively 1) we require only a sequence {sk} (respectively {rk}).
(ii) There exists a subsequence {S]nçk^} of {Sjn} suchthat l0\\S¡n^ = «o\Sjn(k))\\SjnW £Fjn(k) *°' & * > -• (iii) If f e dorn/0 then there exists a p suchthat f S dorn l0\\Sjn/k\ for all /: > p.
We will now show that X(Fy0) = X(F). If a 1-chain /0 G F/0 can be extended to {t: 0 < t < 1} with values in 7,, then the extension will be in F;.. We shall show that if no Dnp is crossed infinitely many times by /0 then l0 can be extended continuously to {t: 0 < t < 1}. Choose t0 ^ dorn l0 with 0 < t0 < 1. Let {rm}, {sm} and ßx G ß n K be as above. It suffices to show that l0(t) -► j3j for t -* t0 and t G dorn /0.
Let G denote a neighborhood of ßx on T¡. We want a neighborhood of t0 whose /0-image is in a "small" neighborhood of G. To do this we assume that G is a component of T¡ -S¡N for some A''. Let DNp be one of the domains described above for %N(p) 1), there is a crossing of D^ within it: rHi) < t < ufc(i)}. Next choose rfc(2), uk(2), 5/m(2) so that rfc{1) < ufc(I) < rfc(2) < uk(2) and rfc(2j, ufc(2j G dorn >oB<^M(2)« There must be a crossing of Djyp within [t: Tk^ < t < vk^}. In this way we see that 70 crosses DNp infinitely many times. The cases t0 = 0 and t0 = 1, if they arise, are handled analogously.
Let F0(n) denote the family of all curves in F0 which cross some Dnp infinitely many times. Clearly, X(F0(n)) = °°.
Let PL denote the family of all curves in F0 which cannot be continuously extended to {t: 0 < t < 1}. Clearly, F}0 C U">/->(")• So MF¡o) = °°-Now, F/0 = F/0 U (F/0 -F/0). So X(Fj0) = X(F/0 -F/0) and X(F/0) = X(Fy).
We are now ready to show that lim^^XOF^) > X(F]0). Choose any x<X(FjQ) and any metric p|<iz| on T¡ suchthat L2(Fj0, p\dz\)> x and A(p\dz\, Tj) = 1. To show that \\mn^.JK(Fjn) > X(F/0) it suffices to show that lim L2(Fjn,p\dz\)>x.
If that failed to hold there would exist a subsequence along which £2(Fyn,p|a*z|) had a limit y < x. If we can show that to each e > 0 there exists a /(e) G F/0 satisfying (f¡,e-,p\dz\)2 <y + le, then we have the desired contradiction, y <x <L2(Fj0,p\dz\) < (Jl{e)p\dz\y <y + le.
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For simphcity we shall write T' G Akp(m) or T' G rA]p(k) whenever we mean that T' is a component of that set.
For each 5 in Akp(l) let akp(l,5) and akp(2,5) denote the two components of akp(A) for which akp(l, 5) U 5 U afcp(2, S) is connected. For each 6 in Akp (2) 
ïom(q)*dUin=f6n(q) + rq*dUjnTake k = 1. From (4), (5) and (6) Let a* denote the noncompact components of a2 on Cl (dR) and set a2m04)* = a* n o2w04). Clearly, fa2m(A)-a2m(A)*ujm*dujn = 0. Also, since «m is a constant on each component of TAjm (2) A. Suppose that a2n(l, ôn07)) and a2n(2,8n(q)) fail to meet any A(2,8m(r)),r±q. Then or2m(l, 8m(q)), a2m(2, 8m(q)) G *2m(A)*, a2^'8n(q))urn(q)Ua2n(2,8n(q)) is a component of a2/" and ujm isa constant on
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Hence' hmUJm*dUjn =°-Suppose that there is an r ¥= q so that a2"(l, 8n(q)) n .4(2, 8m(r)) =£ 0.
Necessarily, 9Fr n dR is composed of sets of the form a2"(l, 8n(r)) and a2n(2,8n(r)) or a2"(5"(r)) and 7/n(5"(r)). For simphcity assume that the former occurs, that a2"(l, S"(<?)) = a2"(l, S"(r)) and that a2"(2, 8"(r)) n .4(2, 8m(t)) = 0 for t + r. As above, we conclude that j"{ ujm *dujn = 0, where %m » «2«0. S«fo» u ««,(«) u a2m(2.8m(q)) U 5m(r) U a2m(2,8m(r)).
Cases B and C are handled analogously.
We have shown that Do. We conclude that there exists a continuous function u on S -ß* which is harmonic on R, 0 on a0, 1 on a,, a constant on each component v of a2 with the flux of ti along v equal to 0 and *du = 0 along 7 such that 0 < X(F) = DjfuT1 < ». 7 . Final result. It is also possible to assume that a0, ax and a2 each contain perfect nowhere dense subsets of Cl (dR).
Suppose that the type II contour ox of R intersects a perfect nowhere dense subset of ak (k = 0, 1 or 2) and that as we traverse the component of 95 which contains ox in the positive sense from ox we traverse the type II contours ox, o2, • • • , on of R. We shall define the M-perfect nowhere dense subset of ak which intersects ox. 8=8! if 8X ns2 =0 and 8! n 8" = 0; S = U/=i8y if 8X n 62 ¥= 0 and 8, n 5" = 0; 8 = U/=o5«-/+i if ôi n 52 = 0 and 8X n 5" * 0; 8 = U/=i8/ U U/=i8"_/tl if S, n S2 * 0 and 8X n 5" * 0.
If a type I contour o of Ä contains a perfect nowhere dense subset of ak we define the Af-perfect nowhere dense subset of ak which intersects o to be the union of all perfect nowhere dense subsets of ak on o.
Clearly, two M-perfect nowhere dense subsets of ak are either equal or disjoint.
Let rk and t¡ denote M-perfect nowhere dense subsets of ak and a¡, respectively, / # k and /, k = 0, 1 or 2. Suppose that rk and t¡ intersect the contour 2' of R. If 2' is a type I contour of R, take any point p on 7 that is "between" Tk and t¡, that is, take any point p on y such that as we traverse 2' in the positive (respectively negative) sense from p we traverse a subset of Tk (respectively t¡) before we traverse a subset of t¡ (respectively Tk). Set 2 = 2' -{p} if 2' is type I and 2 = 2' otherwise.
There is a homeomorphism H of 2 onto {f:0</<l}.
Assume that H(rk) is the Cantor set on Ta = {t: a < t < 6} (possibly minus one or both end points) and that H(t¡) is the Cantor set on {/: c < t < d} (possibly minus one or both end points), 0 < a < b < 1 and 0 < c < d < 1. Assume that a <c. We shall say that rk and r, intersect if a<c <b and that Tk and Tj are disjoint if ¿ < c. If rfc and t¡ intersect, as we traverse Ta in the positive sense from a to ft we meet Tk(l), t¡(1), rk(2), t¡(2), • • • , T¡(n), Tk(n + 1), where rk(/) is a subset of rk, r//) is a subset of t¡ and 1 <n <°°. Call n the number of times t¡ and rk intersect on 2.
Note, if 2' is a type I contour of R and px and p2 are any two points of 7 "between" rk and r;, then the number of times rk and t¡ intersect on 2' -{px} is equal to the number of times rk and r¿ intersect on 2' -{p2}.
Let {TL(j)}fA^ denote the M-perfect nowhere dense subsets of <xL, L = 0,1 and 2. Suppose that the subsets t and t" of rk(j) intersect a component /T of 95. We shah say that t and r" are separated by A = Uz,=oU/=i (TL(j) -rk(j)) if as we traverse ^ in both the positive and negative sense from t we traverse subsets of A before traversing t".
For each / = 1, • • • , J(k) decompose rk(j) into a finite number of subsets {rk(/, s)}^ so that Tk(j, s) and /I are disjoint and so that for s¥=t,
